Alliance of Fighters Associations of People's Liberation Wars of Serbia (SUBNOR of Serbia) is unique anti-fascist, patriotic, non-partisan, fighter, invalid and humanitarian organization of special and public importance in the Republic of Serbia.

Alliance of Fighters Associations of the People's Liberation War was founded on May 9, 1948, with the goal of preserving and nurturing traditions of fighting for national liberation, providing social security for fighters and war invalids and their families, the families of the fallen and deceased fighters as well as the development of advanced socialist communities.
Until 2006, SUBNOR of Serbia operated within the Association of Fighters of the People’s Liberation War of Yugoslavia, and has been independent since 2006 after the declaration of independence of Montenegro.

SUBNOR of Yugoslavia was awarded the Order of the People’s Hero by the President of the Federal People’s Republic of Yugoslavia, Josip Broz Tito, on July 3, 1956, on the occasion of the 15th anniversary of the beginning of the People’s Liberation War in 1941.

SUBNOR of Serbia is the legal successor of SUBNOR of Yugoslavia.
The Government of the Republic of Serbia, through the Ministry of Labor and Employment, Veterans and Social Affairs, awarded SUBNOR of Serbia in 2016, with the highest recognition - the Golden Plaque "Serbian Warrior" for successful representation of the Republic of Serbia at international anti-fascist forums and events.

The Association of Fighters of the People's Liberation War of Serbia was awarded the Sretenje Order of the Third Degree by the President of Serbia on the occasion of 70 years of existence and work, on the Statehood Day of the Republic of Serbia, February 15, 2018.
SUBNOR OF SERBIA

SUBNOR of Yugoslavia was participant in the founding of the World Federation of ex-combatants (FMAS), and the Alliance of Fighters Associations of People's Liberation Wars of Serbia as a legal successor continued membership in this organization and it is a member of European Federation of Resistance fighters (FIR).

At the Assembly held on June 18 in 2020, the organization's name was changed (Alliance of Associations of fighters of the national liberation wars of Serbia 1941-1945 and 1992 and 1999) and a new name of the organization was adopted which is: ALLIANCE OF FIGHTERS ASSOCIATIONS OF PEOPLE'S LIBERATION WARS OF SERBIA, abbreviated SUBNOR of Serbia.
SUBNOR of Serbia, now with the name changed, aims that in its future work it will continue its Program and Statutory commitments, preserving and developing a culture of remembering glorious liberation and victorious past establishes and draws the moral force for its action on conditionally called *Three Pillars, the Three Strongholds, and the Three Sources.*

The first pillar is heavy suffering of Serbian and Montenegrin people in the First World war, with unprecedented heroism and the heroism of the Serbian army and wisdom of Serbian state, which aligned Serbia among the victors in the First World War, as well as the liberation wars of Serbia fought in the 19th century and early 20th century.
The second pillar is the historical NO to fascism that the Serbian people said in 1941, and responded to the call of the CPY for the uprising. People took the rifle in their hands and set off in the fight against fascism and Nazism, suffered badly again, but in the end of four-year struggles they again aligned in the line of the victors in World War II on the side of the anti-fascist coalition.

The third pillar are fighters and heroes of wars of the 90s of those years which they defended the State to which they have taken the oath, their sufferings as well as unity of peoples, armies and states, fighters and heroes of resistance to NATO aggression in 1999 and their sufferings.
The flag of victory is a symbol of triumph of units of the Red Army over the Nazi German, in World War II and one from the state symbols of the Russian Federation, it was handed over to the Serbian Military on May 16, 2019 museum in Belgrade.

"Eternal fire," the flame that is transferred from the Tomb of the Unknown Hero bellow the walls of the Kremlin, a symbol of the spiritual and historical friendship of Russian and of the Serbian people and their common suffering in the Second World War, it was lit at the Liberators' Cemetery Belgrade on December 15, 2020.

Replica of the Victory Flag, gift of Russian Federation to the Republic of Serbia

In Belgrade, the city of heroes, "Eternal Fire" is lit

President Aleksandar Vučić and Minister Sergej Lavrov at the ceremony of lighting "Eternal Fire" with Vidosav Kovacevic and Zdenko Doplancic
His Excellency Anthony Godfrey is the first US ambassador who, after the 1999 bombing visited SUBNOR of Serbia. On that occasion a diplomatic diary was promoted of Ambassador Ljiljana Niksic "When the Serbian flag flew over the White House".

In memory of those killed in wars from 1912 to 1999 in the village of Potočić, not far from Prokuplje, the Memorial Fountain was consecrated and unveiled. "Near Jug Bogdan and nine Jugovics, Kosančić Ivan and Toplica Milan, the area of the glorified and only Iron regiment, the area where many fighters were killed fighting against fascism, the area in which in the wars of the 1990s many fighters, especially during the defense and resistance to NATO aggression in 1999. were"
Exercise "Century of Victor 1918-2018" was held on November 10, 2018 at areas of Pasuljan meadows and Pester, across Jastrebac, Sr. Mitrovica and Titel with all branches of the Serbian Army. The exercise also marked the hundred years anniversary of ending World War I. Exercise was observed by the highest state officials and among them the delegation of SUBNOR of Serbia.

Delegation of the Ministry of Veterans issues of the People’s Republic of China, which is led by Minister Sun Shaocheng, visited SUBNOR of Serbia on May 16, 2019.
The newsletter "BORAC" is the newsletter of SUBNOR OF Serbia that has been published since November 1, 1992 and represents one of the documented witness of the times in which we live.

Publishing with topics from liberation wars of the Serbian people, works based on verified historical sources, is one of significant forms of work of SUBNOR of Serbia.

Dragojo Đudić Foundation, from 27. December 1971, with annual public literary and journalistic competition, rewards the best literary and works, every November 17 in the old building Assembly of Serbia in Belgrade.

"BORAC" magazine is a media that gives to the public precise, true and clear picture of SUBNOR of Serbia.

SUBNOR Srbije is the publisher of Second edition of the book "SREMSKI FRONT".

Laureates of the literary-historiographical competition "Dragojo Đudić".
Monograph 70 years of SUBNOR of Serbia

"SUBNOR of Serbia is a reliable witness about its time and in the service of historical science which it is obliged to offer the truth by which the past determines understanding of the present and provides a hint of the future."

Dr. Miroljub Vasic

Presidents of SUBNOR of Serbia

Dušan Petrović Šane, from 1948 to 1952
Voja Leković, from 1952 to 1964
Radisav Nedeljković Raja, from 1964 to 1969
Milija Radovanović, from 1969 to 1974
Mornišo Dugalić, from 1974 to 1978
Dragoljub Petrović Rade, from 1978 to 1980
Radisav Nedeljkovic, from 1980 to 1982
Mileva Planović Lula, from 1982 to 1983
Uroš Bajić, from 1983 to 1985
Branislav Stojanović Janko, from 1985 to 1986
Aleksandar Janić, from 1986 to 1988
Slavko Popović, from 1992 to 1991
Mihajlo Švablić, from 1992 to 1991
Milisav Lukić Mass, from 1993 to 2001
Slavko Popović, from 2001 to 2010
Miodrag Žečević, from 2010 to 2015
Dušan Cukić, from 2015 to 2020
Vidosav Kovacevic from 2020
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